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The receptor-binding domain (RBD) of SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) protein plays a vital role in binding and inter
nalization through the alpha-helix (AH) of human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (hACE2). Thus, it is a po
tential target for designing and developing antiviral agents. Inhibition of RBD activity of the S protein may be
achieved by blocking RBD interaction with hACE2. In this context, inhibitors with large contact surface area are
preferable as they can form a potentially stable complex with RBD of S protein and would not allow RBD to come
in contact with hACE2. Peptides represent excellent features as potential anti-RBD agents due to better efficacy,
safety, and tolerability in humans compared to that of small molecules. The present study has selected 645
antiviral peptides known to inhibit various viruses and computationally screened them against the RBD of SARSCoV-2 S protein. In primary screening, 27 out of 645 peptides exhibited higher affinity for the RBD of S protein
compared to that of AH of the hACE2 receptor. Subsequently, AVP1795 appeared as the most promising
candidate that could inhibit hACE2 recognition by SARS-CoV 2 as was predicted by the molecular dynamics
simulation. The critical residues in RBD found for protein-peptide interactions are TYR 489, GLY 485, TYR 505,
and GLU 484. Peptide-protein interactions were substantially influenced by hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic
interactions. This comprehensive computational screening may provide a guideline to design the most effective
peptides targeting the spike protein, which could be studied further in vitro and in vivo for assessing their antiSARS CoV-2 activity.

1. Introduction
A novel coronavirus is causing widespread respiratory tract in
fections and posing a serious threat to public life and health. Following a
devastating first wave, it has emerged as even more dangerous and is
causing havoc upon lives around the world. The international committee
on taxonomy of viruses (ICTV) officially designated 2019 novel

coronavirus (2019-nCov) as SARS-CoV-2 and the disease as COVID-19
[1,2]. This is the third time an animal to human transmission of
deadly viruses has been witnessed in the past two decades [3]. The
number of affected people and death toll due to COVID-19 are increasing
day by day. As of July 26, 2021, 195 million people have been infected
and 4.1 million are killed by this deadly virus [4].
SARS-CoV-2 is a positive sense, single-stranded, enveloped, non-
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segmented RNA virus belonging to the coronaviridae family [5]. The
genome size of SARS-CoV-2 ranges from 29.8 kb to 29.9 kb [6], which
encodes four main structural proteins, comprising of spike (S), envelop
(E), membrane (M), nucleocapsid (N) proteins, and 16 non-structural
proteins (nsp) [5,7]. S protein is a highly N-glycosylated trimeric pro
tein that covers the outer surface of SARS-CoV-2. Each monomer of S
protein has a molecular weight of 180 kDa and consists of S1 and S2
subunits [8–10]. The S protein is involved in receptor recognition,
membrane fusion, as well as the entry of the virus to host cells. It binds
with human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (hACE2), which serves as
the port of entry for the virus to host lung epithelial cells. hACE2 is found
on the surface of many other cell types including epithelial tissues of
upper
and
lower
respiratory
tracts
[11,12].
The
receptor-binding-domain (RBD) of S1 subunit binds with an alpha helix
of the peptidase domain (PD) of the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) [13,14], which subsequently triggers the fusion of viral and host
cellular membrane by S2 subunit [15]. The RBD of S1 protein contains
antiparallel β sheets (β1, β2, β3, β4 and β7) with short joining helices and
loops forming the core. The shorter β5 and β6 strands, α4 and α5 helices,
and loops are inserted between the β4 and β7 strands [16].
Drug design to counter COVID-19 can be directed towards targeting
viral proteins or host-cell proteins. Designing drugs to target viral pro
teins have several benefits since they could be highly specific against the
virus while maintaining minimal detrimental effects on host cells.
Among the four structural proteins of SARS-CoV-2, design of inhibitors
against S1 protein is an effective choice to arrest viral entry to the host
cells, which is a key step in the virus infection cycle [17]. Evidently,
SARS-CoV-2 exhibits a high nucleotide sequence similarity with
SARS-CoV-1 (79.5%) as well as MERS (50%) [18]. Closest relatives,
RaTG13-CoV and RmYN02-CoV, share 96.3% nucleotide identity in the
whole genome sequence, ~97% nucleotide identity in the long 1 ab
open reading frame (ORF1ab), respectively. Notably, S protein from
SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 share critical residues within the RBD of
the S1 subunit and bind to the same receptor, hACE2, for internalization
[16,19,20]. Given the sequence similarity among different viruses, in
hibitors of one virus show great promise as potential therapeutics
against others. Moreover, with similarities between critical residues of
RBDs, inhibitors known to arrest SARS-CoV-1 entry offer high potential
to halt SARS-CoV-2 entry as well.
The binding interface of SARS-CoV-2 and hACE2 shares a high
contact surface and contains a hydrogen bonding network as well as a
hydrophobic region [21]. Therefore, as potential inhibitors of RBD S1
protein, peptides are superior to small molecules because
peptide-protein interaction (PPI) has a large contact surface area [22].
As peptides have a molecular weights in between small molecules
(<500 Da) and biologics (up to 150,000 Da), they exhibit some unique
chemical features. Peptides are also amenable to chemical adjustment
and can bind with PPIs that are therapeutically relevant [23]. This class
of therapeutics have many advantages over small-molecule medications
because they are highly selective, well-tolerated, have fewer side effects,
and go through a shorter clinical development and FDA approval process
[27,28]. Despite the challenges of short half-lives, rapid clearance, cost,
and intravenous administration, several groups including ours are
looking into the possibility of using an antiviral peptide to treat covid-19
[24–27]. In this regard, peptide like molecules can be an ideal solution
to inhibit RBD S1 and potentially inhibit RBD-hACE2 interaction. In a
previous study, the effectiveness of peptides against the S1 protein of
SARS-CoV-1 was established [28]. In another study, a corresponding
hexapeptide to the ACE-interacting domain of SARS-CoV-2 (AIDS) has
been found to disrupt the association between RBD-ACE2 in mice [29].
Karoyan and colleagues designed peptide-mimics which has been found
to inhibit S protein with inhibitory concentration (IC50) in nanomolar
range [30]. In a previous work, we have computationally demonstrated
that peptides known to inhibit RBD of SARS-CoV-1 S1 protein shows
great promise against SARS-CoV-2 [31].
In this research, we extended our search to include 645 peptides,

experimentally known to inhibit a wide variety of viruses, and compu
tationally screened them against the RBD of SARS-CoV-2 S1 protein.
Only RBD of S1 was chosen as a therapeutic target instead of RBDhACE2 complex, with the primary hypothesis that peptide inhibitors
with stronger affinity for RBD than that of hACE2 would prevent the
virus from host cellular entry. We employed state of the art computa
tional tools to screen the selected antiviral peptides, which is to the best
of our knowledge, the largest data set screened against SARS-CoV-2 S1
protein. Based on interaction and binding affinity, peptides that
exhibited greater binding affinity than that of the alpha-helix of hACE2
peptidase were further investigated by molecular dynamics simulation,
principal component analysis, and binding free energy landscape. Our
research aims to provide a potential framework for designing and
developing promising anti-SARS-CoV-2 peptide therapeutics.
2. Methods
2.1. Molecular docking
A total of 645 antiviral peptides were taken from the Antiviral Pep
tide Databases (AVPdb) [32]. These peptides have been experimentally
tested against various viruses to interrupt virus cohesion or entry into
the host cell. The 3D structure of these peptides were modeled using the
PEP-fold 3.5 program [33,34]. The crystal structure of the RBD bound
with hACE2 was obtained from the RSCB Protein Data Bank (PDB ID:
6M0J), having a structural resolution of 2.45 Å [16]. The RBD (6M0J)
was subjected to molecular docking with the modeled antiviral peptides
using Patchdock [35]. The top 1000 RBD-peptide conformers for each
complex generated from Patchdock were refined by Firedock [36,37]. In
addition, docking was also performed with two other programs,
including ClusPro 2.0 [38] and HADDOCK 2.2 [39].
2.2. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
150 ns MD simulation was conducted for Apo-RBD, and AH,
AVP1795, AVP1775, AVP1784, AVP0673, AVP1869, AVP1871 in
complex with RBD by using YASARA Dynamics software. AMBER 14
force field was assigned for the analysis to describe the complexes in the
simulated system [40,41]. For automatic parameterization of the force
field, YASARA uses AutoSMILES option to incorporate semi-empirical
AM1 point charge, general AMBER force field (GAFF) atom types and
parameters. The TIP3P model was used to represent the water molecules
in the system, and Na+/Cl− were added to it [42]. To carry out the
simulation, the condition of periodic boundaries was incorporated,
maintaining the cell size of 20 Å larger than the protease size. The box
size was maintained at X = 76.5688, Y = 59.6229, Z = 47.1462 Å along
three axes. The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) [43] method was applied to
account for the long-range electrostatic interactions at an 8 Å cut off
distance. To incorporate the physiological condition of the simulated
system at 310 K and pH 7.4, 0.9% NaCl was used [44]. For the initial
energy minimization process of each simulation system, a simulated
annealing method with the steepest gradient approach was used (5000
cycles). A multi-step algorithm was used to select a simulation time step
of 1.25 fs [45]. During the MD simulation of 150 ns for each system,
snapshots were saved at every 100 ps. Bond angle, dihedral angle, bond
distance,
van
der
Waals
and
columbic
interactions,
root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD), root-mean-square-fluctuation
(RMSF), solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) and values for alpha
carbon, backbone and heavy atoms were calculated from MD trajec
tories. During 150 ns, MD snapshots were collected to evaluate the in
teractions between peptide-protein complexes. 150 MD snapshots have
been selected for calculating the binding free energy for each complex
by the PRODIGY server [46], which predicts the binding affinity in
biological complexes.
Principal component analysis (PCA). PCA of MD is a special strategy
that can interpret the adjustment of structural qualities of proteins in the
2
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presence of peptides in a reduced dimension using different multivariate
energy functions [47,48]. Factors assembling the structural and energy
information are bond distances, dihedral angles, bond angles, planarity,
electrostatic energies, and van der Waals energies. PCA can elicit the
concealed structure and energy outline among various groups from an
MD trajectory [49,50]. In this study, the last 50 ns of MD trajectory data
were considered for PCA analysis. Prior to this analysis, the data were
preprocessed by centering and scaling. PCA explains the multivariate
report ascertained in an X matrix into a product of two unique matrices,
as described in the following equation,

lines, retrieved from Antiviral Peptide Databases (AVPdb), are also
presented in Table S1. The alpha helix (AH) of hACE2 peptidase domain
served as a control peptide. The distribution of binding affinities of 645
peptides are summarized in Fig. 2. The binding affinity and non-covalent
interactions of 27 peptides out of 645 that exhibited substantially higher
binding affinity than that of AH of the hACE2 (− 36.74 kcal/mol) were
further verified using ClusPro 2.0 and HADDOCK 2.2 docking protocols
(Table 1). Upon analysis of binding pose and non-bonding interactions,
AVP1795, AVP1775, AVP1871, AVP1869, AVP1784, and AVP0673
were revealed as the most promising inhibitors of RBD of S1 protein
(Fig. 3). In RBD interactions with the 27 superior binding peptides,
residues, such as GLU 484, TYR 449, TYR 489, GLN 493, and SER 494 of
RBD were the key contributors of multiple non-covalent interactions
(Fig. 4a and c) and the types of interactions were predominantly
hydrogen bonds (54.3%) (Fig. 4b).

X = Tk PTk + E
Where, Tk is the matrix of score representing the relation of samples. Pk is
the loadings matrix, which contains information about the relationship
of variables to one another, k is the number of factors in the model, and E
is the unmodeled variance. To execute the calculation, in-house devel
oped codes R [51] and RStudio [52] were applied. For originating plots,
the Package Factoextra [53] was used.

3.2. Structural and energy parameters of peptides-RBD complexes in
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
The peptides-RBD complexes of the six best peptides (AVP1795,
AVP1775, AVP1871, AVP1869, AVP1784, and AVP0673) from molec
ular docking were examined during 150 ns of MD simulation. Several
structural parameters including RMSD, Rg, SASA, bond, angle, dihedral,

2.3. Single residue tracking analysis
The secondary structure elements of highest and lowest frequency
residues of the peptides (AH, AVP1795, AVP1775, AVP1784, AVP0673)
with RBD during 150 ns MD simulation were analyzed using the STRIDE
web interface [54]. For this analysis, a total of 151 MD snapshots for
each complex were considered. Briefly, the residues with highest and
lowest interaction frequency for AH, AVP1795, AVP1775, AVP1784,
and AVP0673 were determined upon analysis of MD snapshots of each of
these peptides in the complex with RBD at each time point of the 150 ns
MD simulation. Subsequently, the secondary structures of these residues
(alpha helix, 310 helix, beta sheet, beta turn, and coil) were determined
by using the STRIDE web server and examined over time.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Peptide binding affinity and interactions in peptide-protein docking
Initially, 645 peptides that are known to inhibit several viruses were
screened against the binding pocket of receptor-binding domain (RBD)
of SARS CoV-2 S1 protein using Patchdock and Firedock servers
(Table S1). Fig. 1 summarizes the entire workflow, tools, and software
used for screening the antiviral peptides. The amino acid sequence,
length, and efficacy of the selected peptides against corresponding cell

Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of all antiviral peptides over a range of dock
ing scores.

Fig. 1. Flowchart for methodology.
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higher (~1.6 Å) than that of apo-RBD (~1.3 Å). Unlike, apo-RBD, RMSD
values of AH-RBD showed minor upward shifts at different time points.
Among the test complexes, AVP1871-RBD never attained a stable
conformation, continuously showing major upward shifts. On the con
trary, AVP1869-RBD reached a pseudo stable conformation with RMSD
around 4 Å at 50 ns, which continued until ~130 ns only to again
become unstable. AVP1784-RBD was the closest of all to AH-RBD in
terms of RMSD; however, it showed continuous minor fluctuations
around 3 Å during the full course of simulation. AVP1775-RBD reached
an average conformation rather quickly (at 5 ns); however, during the
simulation period it experienced fluctuations at different time points
and was dislocated finally from the binding pocket at around 100 ns
(Fig. 6e). AVP1795-RBD and AVP0673-RBD showed similar stabilization
times (~20 ns) and maintained the average structures at ~6 Å and ~4 Å,
respectively. AVP1795-RBD showed minimum fluctuations once it
attained stability when compared to that of the other complexes
(Fig. 5a).
The radius of gyration (Rg) exhibits the overall dimension of a
peptide-protein conformation, which is also a measure of complex
compactness. During the simulation, the AVP1784-RBD displayed fluc
tuation as well as the highest Rg (Fig. 5b). With 41 residues, a larger
RMSD is justified for AVP1784, however it was not the highest one.
AVP0673 consisting of 45 residues, showed comparable Rg values to
that of AH-RBD (33 residues). The folded structure of AVP0673 might
help with better placement in the binding groove of RBD as opposed to
the linear helical structure of AVP1784 (Fig. 6c and d). Interestingly,
AVP1795-RBD and AVP1775-RBD showed lower Rg than that of apoRBD, indicating better compaction of these complexes compared to
that of AH-RBD. When AVP1795-RBD and AVP1775-RBD were
compared in terms of Rg, AVP1795-RBD was better once the complex
attained a stable conformation at around 20 ns (Fig. 5b). Since AVP1775
is dislocated from the binding pocket at around 100 ns, a lower observed
Rg in its case does not make it a better inhibitor of RBD. Although the
residue count in AVP1795 (29 residues) was close to that of AH (33
residues), it showed substantially lower Rg than that of AH, which could
be due to a better shape complementary between AVP1795 and RBD
than that of AH and RBD (Figs. 3, 6a and 6b).
The protein flexibility for the solvent accessible surface area (SASA)
was calculated to clarify the deviation imposed in RBD structure by the
peptides binding. The highest amount of SASA was created upon 1784
binding to RBD, which was higher than that of AVP0673, although
AVP0673 has a greater residue count (45 residues) than that of AVP1784
(41 residues) (Fig. 5c). AVP0673-RBD and AH-RBD showed a compa
rable SASA profile. However, an area of attenuation was observed in

Table 1
Docking result of the 27 selected peptides that showed higher affinity towards
RBD of SARS CoV-2 spike protein.
Peptide ID

FireDock
Score

AVP1249
AVP1757
AVP1239
AVP0816
AVP1191
AVP1795
AVP1794
AVP1909
AVP1871
AVP1869
AVP1994
AVP1754
AVP1814
AVP1775
AVP1860
AVP1881
AVP2036
AVP1902
AVP1789
AVP0767
AVP0673
AVP1176
AVP1844
AVP1992
AVP1797
AVP0748
AVP1784
α1 helix of peptidase domain
of RBD

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

68.08
66.89
65.64
65.03
63.58
62.94
60.02
59.9
59.72
59.66
59.56
59.48
59.14
58.87
58.65
58.37
58.34
58.17
57.92
57.77
57.74
57.73
57.63
57.6
57.35
57.33
57.12
36.74

ClusPro 2.0
Score

HADDOCK
Score

− 925.6
− 810.4
− 751.6
− 776.1
− 694
− 755.9
− 768.9
− 843
− 972.3
− 702.3
− 659.1
− 805.1
− 674.3
− 677.5
− 809.5
− 798.1
N
N
− 899.2
− 588.2
− 883.4
− 816.1
− 769.5
− 784.3
− 659.8
− 662.3
− 863.6
− 749.6

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

94.7 ± 3.4
70.1 ± 2.3
64.8 ± 4.5
79.1 ± 2.5
66.2 ± 5.3
81.5 ± 12.8
79.6 ± 6.1
74.5 ± 3.9
79.3 ± 2.7
99.8 ± 4.3
49.5 ± 6.9
89.4 ± 3.6
65.9 ± 4.0
78.2 ± 7.7
71.5 ± 6.3
73.1 ± 6.1
78.3 ± 5.9
58.2 ± 8.6
77.8 ± 5.7
54.3 ± 5.5
94.1 ± 3.5
71.3 ± 7.9
80.0 ± 1.8
77.3 ± 2.8
77.6 ± 3.1
64.4 ± 1.6
82.9 ± 3.8
70.2±11.0

N = No desired binding interaction is obtained.

planarity and RMSF as well as energy parameters such as coulomb, and
van der Waals energies of the complexes relative to AH-RBD and apoRBD were calculated from MD trajectories. RMSD, Rg, SASA of all the
complexes including apo-RBD underwent an initial hike at time 0, which
was due to equilibration of the macromolecular complexes in a simu
lated physiological environment. Subsequently, the complexes took
different times to attain an average conformation, and with time showed
major or minor upward or downward shifts based on the complex sta
bility. Upon RMSD analysis for all the 7 complexes and apo-RBD, it was
observed that apo-RBD quickly reached a stable conformation and
maintained it during the entire simulation period. AH-RBD attained its
average conformation at around 5 ns with an average RMSD a little

Fig. 3. Structure and sequences of the six best peptides obtained from docking protocols.
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Fig. 4. Binding interaction. (A) Interacting residues of RBD; (B) Distribution of non-covalent interactions; (C) Residue-residue Contact of the peptide-RBD
docked complexes.

case of AVP0673-RBD compared to that of AH-RBD. With 45 residues,
AVP0673 was presumed to create more SASA than that of AH (33 resi
dues) upon binding to RBD. The folded shape of AVP0673 as opposed to
the linear helical shape of AH might explain the observed difference
(Figs. 3, 6a and 6d). AVP1795-RBD and AVP1775-RBD showed lower
newly created SASA than that of AH-RBD. Unlike AVP1775-RBD,
AVP1795-RBD mimicked the SASA profile of apo-RBD once it attained
stability, indicating substantial attenuation in complex volume (Fig. 5c).
Root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) demonstrates how each
amino acid residue present in a protein structure, or a complex fluctu
ates over the simulation. In the apo-RBD structure, regions such as
366–374, 382–388, 476–487 and 517–519 were noted to be zones with
the greatest fluctuation. Upon AH or AVP1795 binding to RBD, the
fluctuations in the 366–374 region substantially increased. AVP0673RBD and AVP1784-RBD showed a similar pattern in fluctuation to that
of AH-RBD or AVP1795-RBD; however, with higher fluctuations in each
residue. AVP1775-RBD showed a strikingly different RMSF profile than
that of the rest (Fig. 5d).
A PCA model containing eight training sets (Apo-RBD, AH-RBD, and
six peptide-RBD complexes) was developed to unveil dissimilarities in
energy landscape among Apo-RBD and different peptide-RBD complexes
during the MD simulation. The generated PCA model reliably explained
the variance among the eight training sets, as it altogether explained
94.4% of total variance (PC1 70.6% and PC2 23.8%). With a PCA scores
plot, the complexes were clustered to visualize their energy landscape,
where each dot represents one time point. A PCA loading plot explained
the shifts of clusters along PC1 or PC2 in the scores plot. Looking at the
PCA scores plot, a pronounced shift was observed in clusters of the
peptide-protein complexes relative to apo-RBD along both PC1 and PC2
(Fig. 5e). The clustering of AVP1795-RBD at the far right indicates the
highest change in coulomb energy upon binding of AVP1795 to RBD. On
the contrary, this complex experienced minimal change in dihedral and

planarity energies, indicating minimal structural change upon the pep
tide binding. Changes in coulomb energy were relatively less in case of
AVP0673-RBD and AVP1775-RBD, which also showed a leftward shift
along PC1 compared to that of apo-RBD. The other complexes including
AH-RBD showed both leftward and upward shifts relative to apo-RBD,
indicating changes in coulomb, dihedral and planarity energies upon
peptides binding (Fig. 5f). Notably, change in coulomb energy was
substantially lower in AH-RBD compared to that of AVP1795-RBD,
which indicates stronger coulombic interactions in AVP1795-RBD
complex. This observation further substantiates the lower Rg and
SASA values of the AVP1795-RBD complex.
3.3. Binding free energy and interaction frequency
The binding free energy was calculated for four peptide-protein
complexes (AVP1795-RBD, AVP1784-RBD, AVP1775-RBD, and
AVP0673-RBD) including AH-RBD. The binding free energy of the
forerunning peptide, AVP1795, was close to that of AH (Fig. 7a). The
average binding affinities of AVP1795-RBD (− 10.04 ± 0.87) were found
to be better than those of AVP0673-RBD, AVP1784-RBD, and AVP1775RBD (Fig. S1). Interaction counts of AH, AVP1795, AVP1784, AVP1775
and AVP0673 were analyzed, and those of AVP1795 and AVP0673
closely matched that of AH. AVP1784 and AVP1775 showed lower
interaction counts than the others (Fig. 7b).
3.4. Secondary structure analyses
Secondary structural elements of representative residues (i.e., resi
dues that showed the highest and lowest interaction counts during the
150 ns MD simulation) were analyzed for AVP1795, AVP0673, AVP1784
and AVP1775 compared to that of AH. In single residue tracking, both
the highest and lowest frequency residues of AVP1775 (LEU 5 and
5
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Fig. 5. Molecular dynamics simulation (a) Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD); (b) Radius of gyration (Rg); (c) Solvent accessible surface area (SASA); and (d) Rootmean-square fluctuation (RMSF); (e) Score plot and (f) Loading plot of top eight peptide.

ASP14) and AVP0673 (GLU 11 and PHE 12) experienced very frequent
shifting between different secondary structures (alpha helix, 310 heli
ces, coil, turn), unlike that of AH, AVP1795, and AVP1784. The frequent
shifts in secondary structural elements of representative residues of
these peptides structures is a mark of their inherent instability in those
structures (Fig. 7c and d). This was further substantiated by the observed
overall secondary structural changes of AVP1775-RBD and AVP0673RBD complexes (Fig. S2). On the other hand, both the highest and
lowest frequency residues of AVP1784 experienced the least secondary
structural flipping during the simulation period, supporting its lower
interaction frequency with RBD (Fig. 7b) and reduced binding free en
ergy compared to that of AH and AVP1795 (Fig. 7a).

487 and GLU 484 (participation in bond formation for ≥ 90% time of the
MD simulation) tied the peptide in its binding groove. On the contrary,
residues such as ASP 3 and TRP 2 (participation in bond formation for ≥
90% time of the MD simulation) of AVP1795 were its major anchoring
points. Several other residues demonstrated flexible interactions within
the binding pocket (Fig. 8a and b). As a result, predominance of both
hydrogen bond (56.73%) and hydrophobic interactions (27.27%) was
observed for AVP1795-RBD (Fig. 8c). A representative hydrogen bond
interaction between RBD and AVP1795 has been shown between TYR
489 and GLY 23 in Fig. 8d.
In the case of AVP1784-RBD complex, TYR 449, GLY 496, PHE 490
or RBD formed multiple bonds with the peptide, whereas TYR 505, GLU
484 (participation in bond formation for ≥ 90% time of the MD simu
lation) served as the anchoring points to hold AVP1784 in the binding
groove (Fig. S3a). On the other hand, ARG 19, PHE 8, CYS 4, and ALA 11
were found to be the key residues of AVP1784, although only ARG 19
showed more than a 90% participation time in bond formation
(Fig. S3b). The dominance of hydrogen bonding (42.67%) was main
tained. Electrostatic interactions (31.37%) and hydrophobic in
teractions (25.96%) were also notable (Fig. S3c). An important
hydrophobic interaction between TYR 505 and PHE 8 of RBD and
AVP1784, respectively, is shown in Fig. S3d.
The major RBD residues in AVP1775-RBD complex were LYS 417,
ARG 403, ASN 487, and TYR 489) (Fig. S4a). On the contrary, ASP 14,
HIS 3, LEU 13 of AVP 1775 were key to its affinity towards RBD

3.5. Analysis of non-covalent interactions in peptides-RBD complexes
obtained from MD simulation
Conformers were generated for four peptide-RBD complexes
(AVP1795-RBD, AVP0673-RBD, AVP1784-RBD, and AVP1775-RBD)
and AH-RBD at a 1 ns interval during the 150 ns MD simulation. Pre
cise analysis of these conformers revealed participating RBD and peptide
residues, types of interactions (hydrogen, hydrophobic, electrostatic),
and the percent participation of a residue in its corresponding bond at
each time point.
Analysis of AVP1795-RBD complex showed that TYR 489, GLY 485,
and SER 494 are the major interacting residues of RBD, whereas ASN
6
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Fig. 6. Representative snapshots (a) AH-RBD; (b) AVP1795-RBD; (c) AVP1784-RBD; (d) AVP0673-RBD; and (e) AVP1775-RBD over the course of 150 ns simulations.
RBD is shown in cyan color.

Fig. 7. Binding free energies, interactions, and secondary structure. (a) Distribution of binding free energies (Kcal/mol); (b) frequency of interaction (hydrogen,
hydrophobic, electrostatic); Secondary structure of the (c) highest and (d) lowest frequency peptide residues.

((Fig. S4b). None of the peptide or RBD residues served as anchoring
points, rather the participating residues showed flexible interactions.
Hydrogen bond (56.73%), hydrophobic (27.27%), as well as

electrostatic (15.99%) interactions were observed (Fig. S4c). A repre
sentative hydrogen bond between LYS 417 and LEU 13 of RBD and
AVP1775 is shown in Fig. S4d.
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Fig. 8. RBD-AVP 1795. (a) Interacting RBD residues; (b) Interacting AVP 1795 residues; (c) Distribution of non-covalent interactions; (d) Representative snapshot (at
150 ns); AVP 1795 (purple) and RBD (grey) over 150 ns MD simulation. Arrows mark ≥90% time participation in bond formation during MD simulation.

alpha-helix of hACE2. Molecular dynamics simulations and the binding
free energy landscape indicate that AVP1795 has the most promising
features as a SARS-CoV-2 inhibitor, and AVP0673 also exhibited better
results. Upon analysis of non-covalent interactions, we also identified
critical RBD and peptide residues that can spearhead identifying a
peptide inhibitor with excellent selectivity and specificity. As a future
direction, these peptides will be synthesized using the standard Fmocbased synthesis protocol, purified by RP-HPLC, and analyzed with
mass spectrometry. To assess the inhibition efficiency of these antiviral
peptides, high-throughput screening (HTS) will be performed. Our
comprehensive computational screening may help other researchers
design effective antiviral peptides against SARS-CoV-2.

In the case of AVP0673-RBD, ASN 487, TYR 489, and PHE486
participated in bond formation for more than 90% time of the MD
simulation period (Fig. S5a). GLU11 of AVP0673 showed multiple in
teractions with RBD residues, whereas ARG16, LEU18, and VAL17
(participation in bond formation for ≥ 90% time of the MD simulation)
were its true anchoring points, (Fig. S5b). Hydrogen bond (52.72%),
hydrophobic (27.73%) and electrostatic (19.55%) interactions were
observed (Fig. S5c). Representative hydrogen bonds between ASN487
and LEU18 of RBD and AVP0673, respectively, are shown in Fig. S5d.
In the AH-RBD complex, RBD residues such as ARG 403 and LYS417
(participation in bond formation for ≥ 90% time of the MD simulation)
served as anchoring points and were its principal interaction points.
Residues, such as GLN 493, ASN 501, TYR 505, and TYR 489 showed
substantial interactions with the peptide (Fig. S6a). On the other hand,
GLU 18 and GLN 23 (participation in bond formation for ≥ 90% time of
the MD simulation) of AH remained it in its binding groove. Among the
other important AH residues were HIS15, LYS12, and GLN5 (Fig. S6b).
Non-covalent interactions were predominantly hydrogen bonds
(58.34%), whereas hydrophobic (18.8%) as well as electrostatic
(22.86%) interactions were also observed (Fig. S6c). Hydrogen bonding
is shown between ARG403 and GLU18 of AH-RBD in Fig. S6d.
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